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INTRODUCTION

“ISN’T THERE A BETTER WAY?”
We hear the question all the time from dealers, used vehicle managers and
buyers. It seems that buying auction vehicles in today’s market is more frustrating,
painstaking and problematic than ever.
Well, there is a better way, one that offers the ability to more consistently acquire
the auction inventory you need for the right money. Surprisingly, this new way isn’t
about finding the cars; it’s about your ability to find the profit. Once you do, you
make consistently better decisions and spend considerably less time sourcing
auction vehicles. This ebook is intended to help you become the Profit Finder at
your dealership.
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4
FACTORS

THAT MAKE BUYING
AUCTION VEHICLES TOUGHER

There are four factors that have made it harder to find and acquire the
auction vehicles for your inventory for the money you expect to pay.
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SALE!

The influx of late-model, off-lease cars creates more
opportunity and valuation volatility risk, and puts even
more pressure on the older inventory that helps you
round out your retail offerings.

INCREASED COMPETITION AS
GROWTH-MINDED DEALERS
STEP UP USED VEHICLE SALES

Strategic-minded dealers have started
grabbing a larger share of the retail used
vehicle market in recent years. The competition
from these dealers to acquire inventory will
present even greater difficulty, particularly as
new vehicle sales soften and spur dealers to
put a greater emphasis on used vehicle sales.

2

FACTORS

4

THAT MAKE BUYING
AUCTION VEHICLES TOUGHER

1

RECORD-SETTING LEVELS OF
USED VEHICLE SUPPLIES DUE
TO OFF-LEASE VOLUME
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Auctions aren’t quite like the stock
market, where computer-generated
buy / sell decisions account for the most
transactions — but the shift is starting,
and you’ve probably seen it in the lanes
and online.

PROFIT MATTERS
MORE THAN THE CAR

It’s an emerging mindset that says you’re
better off bringing home the right car
that will retail fast than over-paying for
the wrong one. These dealers make it
difficult for auction buyers who aren’t
armed with the right retail insights to
identify the profit-making, fast-selling
vehicles and don’t bid to buy every time.

4

FACTORS

4

THAT MAKE BUYING
AUCTION VEHICLES TOUGHER

3

MORE TECHNOLOGYAIDED PURCHASES
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2
KEYS

TO MAKING MORE
PROFIT-MINDED
AUCTION PURCHASES

There are two key elements to making more profitable auction purchases ― your overall
sourcing strategy and the mechanics of how you size up and purchase the cars.
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KEYS

2

TO MAKING MORE
PROFIT-MINDED
AUCTION PURCHASES

1

YOUR AUCTIONSOURCING STRATEGY

Today’s higher level of competition in used vehicles, and the ongoing pace of
margin compression, makes sourcing auction vehicles that will generate a profit
an even greater imperative for dealers. Success today requires reinventing your
auction-sourcing strategy and capitalizing on the efficiency and insights available
in auction-sourcing tools.

AUCTION REACH

Despite more available auction vehicles in the
lanes and online, some dealers don’t see the right
inventory. They’re mostly focused on local auctions,
or one or two online auctions where they’ve had luck
in the past. The problem: The market’s too efficient to
trust that one or two potential purchases will satisfy
your inventory needs. More dealers are expanding
their auction reach to buy more consistently
and effectively. Greater selection means greater
opportunity for profit.

A FOCUS ON PROFIT

You could consider this a new rule of auction
sourcing: Don’t even look at vehicles that you know
won’t produce the profit you expect. With today’s
technology and tools, you can filter out all the cars that
don’t work for you. The benefit? You’ve got more time
to evaluate and bid on the cars that will deliver the
profit you expect for your investment.
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KEYS

2

TO MAKING MORE
PROFIT-MINDED
AUCTION PURCHASES

1

YOUR AUCTIONSOURCING STRATEGY

INVENTORY-TO-MARKET AWARENESS
Used vehicle buyers and managers typically
believe they know the cars that work best for their
dealerships. But if the instincts are so good, why do
auction vehicles typically become aged units more
often than trade-ins? Why are inventories sometimes
three to five cars deep in slow sellers? Unfortunately,
instinct isn’t enough in today’s market. You should
only go to auction with buy lists that assess your
current / future inventory gaps to ensure you won’t
miss sales because you lacked the right cars.

BUYER EFFICIENCY
Buying auction cars is a difficult, thankless job. It can
take four to five hours of time just to prepare for a single
sale. Are buyers who are frustrated and tired making the
best bids and purchase decisions? Auction-sourcing
technology helps buyers do what they do best in less
time, which leads to better buys on better cars.
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KEYS

2

TO MAKING MORE
PROFIT-MINDED
AUCTION PURCHASES

2

THE WAY YOU PURCHASE
AUCTION INVENTORY

It’s never been more true than it is today ... you make your money on a used
vehicle when you buy it. Over-paying for an auction vehicle often means
a double-loss for the dealership — too little profit from day one, and the
opportunity cost that comes every day it’s still in stock. More than ever, you
need to know the money, or profit, behind every auction purchase before
you make it.

MAXIMUM BIDS
There can’t be any guesswork about how
much is too much on every auction vehicle.
Today’s technology and tools help your
buyers ensure they don’t over-pay, and kill
the potential profit, when they purchase
an auction vehicle.

PRECISE PROFIT CALCULATION
To make sure you stay “on the money,” you
can’t overlook any element in the purchase
equation. Fees. Recon. Packs. Transportation.
The vehicle’s likely selling price. Your gross
profit target. All of these variables are part
of the profit-focused calculation that your
buyers should assess before they spend any
time bidding on a vehicle.
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STARTING YOUR JOURNEY
TO BECOMING A PROFIT FINDER

In most cases, the journey to becoming a Profit Finder follows a recognition of a current
lingering pain and the desire to stop looking for cars and start looking for the money.
The following worksheet will help you assess your current state of auction-sourcing pain —
an indicator of your desire to start your journey as a Profit Finder.
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TO BECOMING A PROFIT FINDER

STARTING YOUR JOURNEY

For each scenario, select the appropriate number. The numbers between 1 and
5 correspond to your level of agreement, neutrality or disagreement. If you strongly
disagree, select 1. If you strongly agree, select 5. Add your score when finished and follow
the instructions at the end.
DISAGREE
1 2 3

SCENARIO

AGREE
4 5

I can no longer use experience as the main criteria to evaluate
auction inventory
Bids on the wholesale inventory that I want are too high
I can’t find the right wholesale inventory on my buying list
Run lists at auction go out of order
The cars that I need for my dealership aren’t at the
physical auctions I attend
I spend too much time preparing for auction
I struggle with considering the costs that count
(transportation, recon, etc.)
I want to expand my reach to find better cars at other auctions
There are too many options to consider when buying wholesale
It’s hard to compete with other dealerships for the same cars
Determining the right cars is harder as used inventories
continue to rise

TOTAL
To understand your results, add your score.
If you scored > 35, you’re ready to become a Profit Finder.
If you scored between 20–30, you’re mindset is shifting towards that of a Profit Finder.
You should consider investigating the benefits of technology and tools to start your Profit
Finder journey.
If you’ve scored under 20, your current process works fairly well and you might have
already made the mental shift to that of a Profit Finder.
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FEATURED PROFIT FINDER

Learn how Simon Fields used these best practices to start his journey to become a Profit
Finder, increasing Lexus of Louisville’s front-end gross by 40%.
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FEATURED PROFIT FINDER

SIMON FIELDS

LEXUS OF LOUISVILLE
Simon Fields, general sales manager of Lexus of
Louisville, was working tirelessly to find vehicles at
auction that would turn a profit. Then Simon decided
to be a Profit Finder by using Stockwave, vAuto’s
wholesale sourcing software.
With Stockwave, Simon’s numbers changed
dramatically. Here’s what he saw:
• 40% increase in front-end gross profit
• 8x more used vehicles purchased at auction
every week
• 150% increase in the number of used vehicles
on his lot
Simon’s not alone — over 4,500 Profit Finders are
making more front-end gross on auction-sourced
vehicles with Stockwave.

Visit stockwave.com/Simon to learn more about
Simon’s journey to become a Profit Finder.
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ABOUT US

vAuto® provides innovative technology, tools and business intelligence to thousands of
dealerships across the United States and Canada, helping them compete more effectively and
increase new / used vehicle sales volumes and profits. Founded in 2005, vAuto revolutionized
dealers’ used vehicle operations with the groundbreaking Provision® suite of tools. Leveraging
the Velocity Method of Management®, pioneered by vAuto’s visionary founder, Dale Pollak, the
Provision suite guides used vehicle acquisition, appraisals, pricing, merchandising and more
based on real-time, local market supply-and-demand data. In 2016, vAuto launched Stockwave
to serve as the foundation for a suite of wholesale inventory acquisition solutions.

www.stockwave.com

